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Abstract
Reaction-diffusion equations have several applications in the field of population dynamics and some of them are characterized by the presence of
a factor which describes different types of food sources in a heterogeneous
habitat. In this context, to study persistence or extinction of populations
it is relevant the search of nontrivial steady states. Our paper focuses on
a one-dimensional model given
 by a parameter-dependent equation of the
form u00 + λa+ (t) − µa− (t) g(u) = 0, where g : [0, 1] → R is a continuous
function such that g(0) = g(1) = 0, g(s) > 0 for every 0 < s < 1 and
lims→0+ g(s)/s = 0, and the weight a(t) has two positive humps separated by a negative one. In this manner, we consider bounded habitats
which include two favorable food sources and an unfavorable one. We deal
with various boundary conditions, including the Dirichlet and Neumann
ones, and we prove the existence of eight positive solutions when λ and
µ are positive and sufficiently large. Throughout the paper, numerical
simulations are exploited to discuss the results and to explore some open
problems.
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Introduction

Many biological applications describing phenomena of population dispersal
involve reaction-diffusion equations (cf. [17, 27, 33, 42]). The problem we take
into account in this work is motived by the interest in study the effect of the
heterogeneity in finite habitats on populations, whose densities are influenced
by location and time (cf. [16] and the references therein). In this context,
most common formulations of reaction-diffusion problems, modeling the density
u = u(x, t) of a population, lead to semilinear parabolic problems of the form

∂u


= d∆u + w(x)g(u) in Ω × ]0, +∞[,

∂t
(1.1)
u(x, 0) = u0
in ∂Ω,



Bu = 0
on ∂Ω × ]0, +∞[,
where d > 0 is a real parameter, Ω ⊆ RN is a bounded domain, N ≥ 1,
w : Ω → R is a weight term, g : I → R+ := [0, +∞[ is a nonlinear function
with I = [0, 1] or I = [0, +∞[ such that g(0) = 0 and B is the boundary
operator, that it could be of Dirichlet type, i.e. Bu = u, or of Neumann type,
i.e. Bu = ∂u/∂n with n the outward unit normal vector on ∂Ω, or an alternation
of the previous ones through the boundary. In particular, the Dirichlet boundary
condition means that the exterior habitat is hostile, instead, the Neumann one
means that there exists an inescapable barrier for the population leading to
no-flux across the boundary.
The variation of the population density at location x is modeled by the
diffusion component d∆u, with diffusion rate d, and by the reaction component w(x)g(u) which varies with the location, due to the spatial heterogeneity
reflected by the function w(x) that is assumed to be sign-changing. In other
words, we look at the so-called case of indefinite weight problems (cf. [28]), which
involve a weight term w(x) which is positive, zero or negative in different parts
of Ω. This way, one could consider a “food source” for the population which, in
different regions of the habitat Ω, is good (favorable), neutral or worst (unfavorable), respectively. In this context, solutions to such kind of reaction-diffusion
problems usually describe the population densities and also, in the particular
case of problems arising in population genetics, the distributions of some gene
frequency within a population.
The search of steady state solutions to (1.1) and the analysis of their stability turn out to be crucial in order to address questions about extinction,
persistence or coexistence for population. In more detail, to investigate effects
of the indefinite weight term on the dynamics of (1.1) it is essential to deal with
the steady state problem given by
(
−∆u = λw(x)g(u) in Ω,
(1.2)
Bu = 0
on ∂Ω,
where λ := 1/d is a positive real parameter. Therefore, some problems in
population dynamics concern the study of existence or nonexistence as well
as uniqueness or multiplicity of positive (nontrivial) solutions to the indefinite
weight problem (1.2), by varying the parameter λ.
In the past decades, a great deal of attention has been devoted to indefinite
weight problems, like the ones in (1.2), starting from the pioneering works [15,
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28, 30, 41]. Dealing with several types of boundary conditions and with a wide
variety of weight functions w(x) and nonlinearities g(u), the research on positive
solutions to (1.2) has grown up at the end of the Eighties (cf. [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14,
47]). Recent literature shows that it is still a very active area of investigation
(cf. [6, 7, 8, 10, 18, 19, 23, 25, 26, 37, 38, 39, 44, 45, 48] and the references
therein, in order to cover most of the results achieved with different techniques
so far).
Different kinds of populations dynamics can be described depending on the
choice of the nonlinear term g(u). For instance, starting from the pioneering
works in population genetics concerning the spatial spread of an advantageous
gene carried out by Fisher [21] and by Kolmogorov-Petrovsky-Piskounov [29],
generalized then by Fleming [22] and by Henry [27], it has turned out relevant
to consider a family of nonlinearities given by a function g : [0, 1] → R+ such
that
(g∗ )

g(0) = g(1) = 0,

g(s) > 0 for 0 < s < 1.

By dealing with nonlinearities g(u) satisfying (g∗ ), the dynamics of problem
(1.1) ensures the existence of a trivial steady state and so a trivial positive
solution to (1.2) given by u ≡ 1.
In the present work, we focus on nonlinearities g(u) characterized by conditions in (g∗ ) and deal with the multiplicity of positive solutions to (1.2) avoiding the trivial one. In this framework, there are some fundamental results in
the literature that state the existence of at least two positive solutions for both
Dirichlet and Neumann problems that are stepping stones for our investigations.
Under the choice of Dirichlet boundary conditions in (1.2), we recall the
following significant result of multiplicity proved in [46].
Theorem 1.1 (Rabinowitz, 1973/74). Let g : [0, 1] → R+ be a locally Lipschitz
continuous function satisfying (g∗ ) and lims→0+ g(s)/s = 0. Let w : Ω → R be a
continuous function such that there exists x0 ∈ Ω with w(x0 ) > 0. Then, there
exists λ∗ > 0 such that for each λ > λ∗ problem (1.2) with Dirichlet boundary
conditions has at least two positive solutions.
On the other hand, even if for Dirichlet problems no special assumptions
on w(x) are needed, the choice of Neumann boundary conditions in (1.2) leads
to necessary conditions on the weight term, in order to ensure the existence of
positive solutions. Indeed, for Neumann problems a first necessary condition
for the existence of positive solutions requires that w(x) is of indefinite sign (it
follows by a straightforward integration of the differential equation in (1.2) with
Neumann boundary conditions). However, alongside this remark, the existence
or nonexistenceRof positive solutions for the Neumann problem is also influenced
by the sign of Ω w(x) dx (cf. [27, 37, 44, 47]). Concerning the multiplicity of
positive solutions to the Neumann problem (1.2), we recall the following result
presented in [39].
Theorem 1.2 (Lou, Ni and Su, 2010). Let g : [0, 1] → R+ be a function of
class C 1 satisfying (g∗ ), g 0 (0) = 0 and such that there exists k1 ≥ 1 with
k1
lims→0+ g(s)/s
> 0. Let w : Ω → R be a sign-changing continuous function
R
such that Ω w(x) dx < 0. Then, there exists λ∗ > 0 such that for each λ > λ∗
problem (1.2) with Neumann boundary conditions has at least two positive solutions.
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Our goal is to pursue investigations on multiplicity of positive solutions to indefinite weight problems (1.2), characterizing the indefinite weight term w(x) in
terms of positivity and negativity regions, by introducing real parameters which
govern the intensity of “food sources” within Ω. As in [18], we take advantage
of a one-dimensional setting by considering a one-dimensional region Ω = ]0, T [.
From a biological viewpoint, we notice that such kind of environment appears
to be very important in the modeling of population’s spread in neighborhood of
rivers, seashore or narrow valley (cf. [40, 43]). Secondly, we describe the “food
sources” which are favorable, neutral or unfavorable by means of the intervals
of positivity, nullity or negativity of a weight function a : [0, T ] → R. Consequently, as usual in the context of ordinary differential equations, we denote by
t the independent (spatial) variable and we deal with an indefinite boundary
value problem of the form
(
u00 + a(t)g(u) = 0,
(1.3)
BC(u, u0 ) = 0R2 ,
where the weight term a(t) is sign-changing and the nonlinearity g : [0, 1] → R+
is a continuous function satisfying (g∗ ) and such that
(g0 )

lim+

s→0

g(s)
= 0.
s

Concerning the boundary conditions BC(u, u0 ), we investigate the following ones:
n



o
BC(u, u0 ) ∈ u(0), u(T ) , u(0), u0 (T ) , u0 (0), u(T ) , u0 (0), u0 (T ) , (1.4)
namely Dirichlet, Neumann or mixed-type ones. Our purpose is the study of
positive nontrivial solutions to problem (1.3), i.e. solutions u(t) such that 0 <
u(t) < 1 for all t ∈ [0, T ].
In the same spirit of [9, 11, 18, 49], given λ and µ positive real numbers, we
consider the following parameter-dependent weight term
a(t) = aλ,µ (t) := λa+ (t) − µa− (t),
with a+ (t) and a− (t) denoting the positive and the negative part of the function
a(t), respectively. We notice that investigations involving such kind of indefinite
weight terms have been introduced in literature by the works [31, 32]. Finally,
our aim is to discuss the relation between the heterogeneity of the habitat, described by nodal properties of a(t), and the number of positive solutions to (1.3).
Indeed, by assuming that the weight term a(t) has two positive humps divided
by a negative one, our main achievement addresses multiplicity of positive solutions to problem (1.3). Indeed, we propose a result about high multiplicity of
positive solutions, in comparison with the results of the existence of two positive
solutions obtained in the same setting both in Theorem 1.1 and in Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.3. Let g : [0, 1] → R+ be a locally Lipschitz continuous function
satisfying (g∗ ) and (g0 ). Let a : [0, T ] → R be a continuous function for which
there exist σ, τ ∈ ]0, T [, with σ < τ , such that a(t) ≥ 0 for every t ∈ [0, σ]∪[τ, T ],
a(t) ≤ 0 for every t ∈ [σ, τ ] and a(ti ) 6= 0 with i ∈ {1, 2, 3} for some t1 ∈ [0, σ],
t2 ∈ [σ, τ ] and t3 ∈ [τ, T ]. Then, there exists λ∗ > 0 such that for each λ > λ∗
there exists µ∗ (λ) > 0 such that for every µ > µ∗ (λ) problem (1.3) has at least
eight positive solutions.
4

In this work, taking advantage of the one-dimensional framework, we give
a full description of the dynamics in the phase-plane (u, u0 ) and exploit the
shooting method to find positive nontrivial solutions. In more detail, we obtain
our result of multiplicity by studying the trajectories of the phase-plane system
associated with (1.3), in dependence on λ and µ.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is devoted to our main result
(Theorem 2.1): first we examine the problem from phase-plane perspective and
then we give the proof. Section 3 collects some numerical experiments and bifurcation diagrams that illustrate the abstract formulation and justify a conjecture
on the number of solution when a weight with more sign-changes is considered.
A final Appendix contains all the technical details for the study of the solutions
on the intervals of positivity or negativity of the weight.

2

Multiplicity of positive solutions

In this section we investigate on nontrivial solutions to the boundary value
problem
(

u00 + λa+ (t) − µa− (t) g(u) = 0,
(Pλ,µ )
BC(u, u0 ) = 0R2 ,
where the boundary conditions BC(u, u0 ) are defined as in (1.4). Through the
section we implicitly assume that the function g : [0, 1] → R+ is locally Lipschitz
continuous satisfying (g∗ ) and (g0 ). We extend the function g(s) continuously
to R, by setting
g(s) = 0, for s ∈ ]−∞, 0[ ∪ ]1, +∞[,
and we denote this extension still by g(s).
Moreover, we consider a weight a ∈ L1 (0, T ) which satisfies the following
sign-condition:
(a∗ ) there exist σ, τ ∈ ]0, T [, with σ < τ , such that a(t)  0 on [0, σ], a(t) ≺ 0
on [σ, τ ], and a(t)  0 on [τ, T ].
The symbol a(t)  0 means that a(t) ≥ 0 almost everywhere on a given interval
with a 6≡ 0 on that interval, and a(t) ≺ 0 stands for −a(t)  0.
In our context, a solution u(t) of problem (Pλ,µ ) is meant in the Carathéodory’s
sense and is such that 0 ≤ u(t) ≤ 1 for all t ∈ [0, T ]. Moreover, we say that a
solution is positive if u(t) > 0 for all t ∈ ]0, T [.
The strategy adopted here to prove multiplicity of positive (nontrivial) solutions to problem (Pλ,µ ) relies on the shooting method. The standard way to
exploit this technique is to consider an equivalent formulation of the problem in
the phase-plane (x, y) = (u, u0 ). Accordingly, we introduce the system
(
x0 = y,

(Sλ,µ )
y 0 = − λa+ (t) − µa− (t) g(x).
and we denote by
(x(t; t0 , x0 , y0 ), y(t; t0 , x0 , y0 ))
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the (unique) solution to (Sλ,µ ) satisfying the initial conditions
x(t0 ) = x0 ,

y(t0 ) = y0 .

We stress that the solution (x(·; t0 , x0 , y0 ), y(·; t0 , x0 , y0 )) is globally defined on
[0, T ].
As consequence, for any given λ and µ, we can introduce the Poincaré map
Φtt10 associated with system (Sλ,µ ) in the interval [t0 , t1 ] ⊆ [0, T ], which is the
global diffeomorphism of the plane onto itself defined by
Φtt10 : R2 → R2 ,

Φtt10 (x0 , y0 ) := (x(t1 ; t0 , x0 , y0 ), y(t1 ; t0 , x0 , y0 )).

In this manner, a positive solution to (Pλ,µ ) is determined by a point P in
]0, 1[ × R for which there exist P0 , PT ∈ R2 such that Φκ0 (P0 ) = P = ΦκT (PT ),
for some κ ∈ ]0, T [, where
• either P0 ∈ {0} × [0, +∞[, if u(0) = 0, or P0 ∈ [0, 1] × {0}, if u0 (0) = 0,
• either PT ∈ {0} × ]−∞, 0], if u(T ) = 0, or PT ∈ [0, 1] × {0}, if u0 (T ) = 0.
Thus, it is convenient to introduce the following sets
X[0,1] := [0, 1] × {0},

Y≥0 := {0} × [0, +∞[,

Y≤0 := {0} × ]−∞, 0].

So that, we look for intersections of two continua, which are obtained by shooting A0 forward in time over [0, κ] and by shooting AT backward in time over
[κ, T ], where the sets A0 , AT are chosen in {X[0,1] , Y≥0 , Y≤0 }, depending on the
boundary conditions at 0 and at T . This is the crucial point to take in consideration in the proof of our main result (Theorem 2.1) that we will present in
the second part of this section.

2.1

Phase-plane analysis

Our aim is to describe the deformations of the sets X[0,1] , Y≥0 and Y≤0 ,
through the action of the Poincaré map associated with system (Sλ,µ ).
Preliminarily, in the following remarks, we show the presence of trapping
regions and prohibited regions in the phase-plane for solutions to system (Sλ,µ ).
Remark 2.1. Let t0 ∈ [0, T [ and y0 < 0. If (x(t), y(t)) is the solution to
system (Sλ,µ ) with initial conditions (x(t0 ), y(t0 )) = (0, y0 ), then
x(t; t0 , 0, y0 ) < 0,

y(t; t0 , 0, y0 ) < 0,

for all t ∈ ]t0 , T ].

(2.1)

By contradiction, let t∗ ∈ ]t0 , T ] be the first point such that y(t∗ ) = 0. By
integrating x0 = y, we deduce x(t) < 0 for all t ∈ ]t0 , t∗ ]. Then, from the
definition of g(s) for s < 0, we have 0 = y(t∗ ) = y0 < 0, a contradiction.
Analogously, the following facts hold. Let t1 ∈ [0, T [ and y1 > 0. If
(x(t), y(t)) is the solution to system (Sλ,µ ) with initial conditions (x(t1 ), y(t1 )) =
(1, y1 ), then
x(t; t1 , 0, y1 ) > 1,

y(t; t1 , 0, y1 ) > 0,

for all t ∈ ]t1 , T ].

(2.2)

Let t0 ∈ ]0, T ] and y0 > 0. If (x(t), y(t)) is the solution to system (Sλ,µ ) with
initial conditions (x(t0 ), y(t0 )) = (0, y0 ), then
x(t; t0 , 0, y0 ) < 0,

y(t; t0 , 0, y0 ) > 0,
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for all t ∈ [0, t0 [.

Let t1 ∈ ]0, T ] and y1 < 0. If (x(t), y(t)) is the solution to system (Sλ,µ ) with
initial conditions (x(t1 ), y(t1 )) = (1, y1 ), then
x(t; t1 , 0, y1 ) > 1,

for all t ∈ [0, t1 [.

y(t; t1 , 0, y1 ) < 0,

In this manner, we have pointed out the existence of four trapping regions.
C
Remark 2.2. Taking into account our hypotheses on the nonlinear term g(s),
we notice that there are some regions of the phase-plane that are never crossed
by the image of the vertical strip [0, 1] × R through the Poincaré map. In more
detail, we have that
Φη0 ([0, 1] × R) ∩ Ei = ∅,

for all η ∈ [0, T ],

i = 0, 1,

where E0 := ]−∞, 0[ × [0, +∞[ and E1 := ]1, +∞[ × ]−∞, 0].
By contradiction, let us suppose that there exist η ∈ [0, T ] and initial conditions (x0 , y0 ) ∈ [0, 1] × R with
x(η; 0, x0 , y0 ) < 0,

y(η; 0, x0 , y0 ) ≥ 0,

(for i = 0),

x(η; 0, x0 , y0 ) > 1,

y(η; 0, x0 , y0 ) ≤ 0,

(for i = 1).

or
Then, there exists (a first) t∗ ∈ ]0, η[ such that
x(t∗ ; 0, x0 , y0 ) = 0,

y(t∗ ; 0, x0 , y0 ) < 0,

or, respectively, there exists (a first) t∗ ∈ ]0, η[ such that
x(t∗ ; 0, x0 , y0 ) = 1,

y(t∗ ; 0, x0 , y0 ) > 0.

This is in contradiction with (2.1) and (2.2), respectively.
Analogously, it follows that
ΦηT ([0, 1] × R) ∩ Ei0 = ∅,

for all η ∈ [0, T ],

i = 0, 1,

where E00 := ]−∞, 0[ × ]−∞, 0] and E10 := ]1, +∞[ × [0, +∞[.

C

Now, let us fix an arbitrary
κ ∈ ]σ, τ [
and study system (Sλ,µ ) on the interval [0, κ]. The following two propositions
guarantee the existence of three sub-continua of Φκ0 (Y≥0 ) and of Φκ0 (X[0,1] ),
respectively, which connect {0} × ]−∞, 0] with {1} × ]0, +∞[. We stress that
they are valid also for κ = τ .
Proposition 2.1. There exists λ]1 > 0 such that for each λ > λ]1 the following
holds. There exists µ]1 (λ) > 0 such that for every µ > µ]1 (λ) there exist
0 = β0 < β1 < β2 < β3 < β4 < β5
such that
Φκ0 ({0} × ]βi , βi+1 [) ⊆ ]0, 1[ × R,

for i = 0, 2, 4,

and
Φκ0 (0, βi ) ∈ {0} × ]−∞, 0],
Φκ0 (0, βi ) ∈ {1} × ]0, +∞[,
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for i = 0, 3, 4,
for i = 1, 2, 5.

Proof. We divide the proof into two steps. In the first one we focus on the
interval [0, σ] and in the second one on [σ, κ].
Step 1. Dynamics on [0, σ]. In the same spirit of [23, 24], let us consider the
set

B := β > 0 : 0 < x(t; 0, 0, β) < 1, ∀ t ∈ ]0, σ] ⊆ ]0, +∞[.
By an application of Rabinowitz’s Theorem 1.1 on the interval [0, σ], there exists
λ]1 > 0 such that B 6= ]0, +∞[ for every λ > λ]1 . By Lemma A.2, taking β > 0
sufficiently small, we obtain β ∈ B and, moreover, x(t; 0, 0, β) ∈ ]0, 1[ and
y(t; 0, 0, β) > 0, for all t ∈ ]0, σ]. Let β ∗ := sup{β : ]0, β] ⊆ B}. We remark
that x(σ; 0, 0, β ∗ ) = 0. Indeed, if by contradiction x(σ; 0, 0, β ∗ ) > 0, then by
continuity there exists β 0 > β ∗ such that x(σ; 0, 0, β 0 ) > 0. Hence, from the
concavity, we have x(t; 0, 0, β 0 ) > 0 for all t ∈ ]0, σ], a contradiction with the
definition of supremum. Then, we straightforward deduce y(σ; 0, 0, β ∗ ) < 0.
Consequently, we have that Φσ0 (0, β ∗ ) ∈ {0} × ]−∞, 0[ and Φσ0 ({0} × ]0, β ∗ [) ⊆
]0, 1[ × R.
At this point, by Lemma A.1 there exits δ ∗ > β ∗ such that Φσ0 (0, δ ∗ ) ∈
]1, +∞[ × ]0, +∞[. Then, recalling that Φσ0 (0, β ∗ ) ∈ {0} × ]−∞, 0[, from the
continuous dependence of the solutions upon the initial data and the intermediate value theorem, via Remark 2.2, the following fact holds. There exists an interval [δ1 , δ2 ] ⊆ [β ∗ , δ ∗ ] such that Φσ0 ({0} × ]δ1 , δ2 [) ⊆ ]0, 1[ × R,
Φσ0 (δ1 , 0) ∈ {0} × ]−∞, 0[ and Φσ0 (δ2 , 0) ∈ {1} × ]0, +∞[.
Step 2. Dynamics on [σ, κ]. We fix λ > λ]1 . First of all, we observe that,
for any y0 ∈ R+ , the solution (x(t), y(t)) to system (Sλ,µ ) with initial values
(x(0), y(0)) = (0, y0 ) satisfies
Z σ
y(σ) = y(0) − λ
a+ (ξ)g(x(ξ)) dξ ≥ −λ∗1 ka+ kL1 (0,σ) max g(s) =: −ωσ .
s∈[0,1]

0

Let us take p ∈ ]0, β ∗ [ and define νσ := x(σ; 0, 0, p). From the properties of the
continua Φσ0 ([0, β ∗ ] × {0}) achieved in Step 1, it follows that νσ ∈ ]0, 1[. Next,
by fixing ν2 ∈ ]νσ , 1[, we choose t2 such that


νσ σ(1 − ν2 ) + κ(ν2 − νσ )
,
σ < t2 ≤ min σ +
2ωσ
1 − νσ
and ω > (1 − ν2 )/(κ − t2 ). We are now in position to apply Lemma A.11 and
Lemma A.12. Hence, there exists µ]1 (λ) := µ? (ν2 , νσ , t2 , ωσ ) > 0 (cf. (A.4)) such
that for µ > µ]1 (λ) we have that
x(κ; 0, 0, p) ≥ 1,

y(κ; 0, 0, p) > ω > 0.

(2.3)

By Remark 2.1, we deduce that
x(κ; 0, 0, β ∗ ) < 0,

y(κ; 0, 0, β ∗ ) < 0,

x(κ; 0, 0, δ1 ) < 0,

y(κ; 0, 0, δ1 ) < 0,

x(κ; 0, 0, δ2 ) > 1,

y(κ; 0, 0, δ2 ) > 0.

(2.4)

Taking into account (2.3), (2.4) and Φκ0 (0, 0) = (0, 0), thanks to the continuous
dependence of the solutions upon the initial data and the intermediate value
theorem, we conclude that there exist three intervals
[β0 , β1 ] ⊆ [0, p],

[β2 , β3 ] ⊆ [p, β ∗ ],
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[β4 , β5 ] ⊆ [δ1 , δ2 ],

such that
Φκ0 (]βi , βi+1 [ × {0}) ⊆ ]0, 1[ × R,

for i ∈ {0, 2, 4},

and
Φκ0 (βi , 0) ∈ {0} × ]−∞, 0],

for i ∈ {0, 3, 4},

Φκ0 (βi , 0)

for i ∈ {1, 2, 5}.

∈ {1} × [0, +∞[,

Then the thesis follows.
Proposition 2.2. There exists λ]2 > 0 such that for each λ > λ]2 the following
holds. There exists µ]2 (λ) > 0 such that for every µ > µ]2 (λ) there exist
0 = α0 < α1 < α2 < α3 < α4 < α5 < 1
such that
Φκ0 (]αi , αi+1 [ × {0}) ⊆ ]0, 1[ × R,

for i ∈ {0, 2, 4},

and
Φκ0 (αi , 0) ∈ {0} × ]−∞, 0],

for i ∈ {0, 3, 4},

Φκ0 (αi , 0)

for i ∈ {1, 2, 5}.

∈ {1} × ]0, +∞[,

Proof. We divide the proof into two steps. In the first one we focus on the
interval [0, σ] and in the second one on [σ, κ].
Step 1. Dynamics on [0, σ].
Let us fix 0 < ν1 < ν0 < 1 and 0 < t1 ≤
σ(1 − ν1 /ν0 ). By Lemma A.3 and Lemma A.4, there exists λ]2 := λ? (ν0 , ν1 , t1 )
(cf. (A.2)) such that, for λ > λ]2 , we obtain
x(σ; 0, ν0 , 0) ≤ 0,

y(σ; 0, ν0 , 0) < 0.

Next, by the concavity of x(t) in [0, σ], we notice that Φσ0 ([0, 1] × {0}) ⊆
]−∞, 1] × ]−∞, 0] and moreover Φσ0 (1, 0) = (1, 0). Thus, from the continuous
dependence of the solutions upon the initial data and the intermediate value
theorem, the following fact holds. There exists an interval [p1 , 1] ⊆ [ν0 , 1] such
that Φσ0 (]p1 , 1[ × {0}) ⊆ ]0, 1[ × ]−∞, 0[ and Φσ0 (p1 , 0) ∈ {0} × ]−∞, 0[.
Furthermore, by Lemma A.5 there exits ν2 ∈ ]0, ν1 [ such that Φσ0 (]0, ν2 ] ×
{0}) ⊆ ]0, 1[ × ]−∞, 0]. Then, recalling that Φσ0 (ν0 , 0) ∈ ]−∞, 0] × ]−∞, 0[, from
the same previous arguments of continuity, there exists an interval [0, p2 ] ⊆
[0, ν0 ] (with p2 > ν2 ) such that Φσ0 (]0, p2 [×{0}) ⊆ ]0, 1[×]−∞, 0] and Φσ0 (p2 , 0) ∈
{0} × ]−∞, 0[.
Step 2. Dynamics on [σ, κ]. Let us fix λ > λ]2 . By same arguments used in
the corresponding step of the proof of Proposition 2.1, we get the conclusion
of the theorem. More precisely, we obtain the existence of µ]2 (λ) > 0 and
0 = α0 < α1 < α2 < α3 < α4 < α5 < 1, with [α0 , α1 ] ∪ [α2 , α3 ] ⊆ [0, p2 ],
[α4 , α5 ] ⊆ [p2 , 1], satisfying the properties in the statement.
We conclude this section by stating the propositions concerning the interval
[κ, T ], where the properties of ΦκT (Y≤0 ) and ΦκT (X[0,1] ) are described. We stress
that they are valid also for κ = σ. The proofs are analogous to the ones of
Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2.
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Proposition 2.3. There exists λ]3 > 0 such that for each λ > λ]3 the following
holds. There exists µ]3 (λ) > 0 such that for every µ > µ]3 (λ) there exist
0 = β00 > β10 > β20 > β30 > β40 > β50
such that
0
ΦκT ({0} × ]βi+1
, βi0 [) ⊆ ]0, 1[ × R,

for i ∈ {0, 2, 4},

and
ΦκT (0, βi0 ) ∈ {0} × [0, +∞[,

for i ∈ {0, 3, 4},

ΦκT (0, βi0 )

for i ∈ {1, 2, 5}.

∈ {1} × ]−∞, 0[,

Proposition 2.4. There exists λ]4 > 0 such that for each λ > λ]4 the following
holds. There exists µ]4 (λ) > 0 such that for every µ > µ]4 (λ) there exist
0 = α00 < α10 < α20 < α30 < α40 < α50 < 1
such that
0
ΦκT (]αi0 , αi+1
[ × {0}) ⊆ ]0, 1[ × R,

for i ∈ {0, 2, 4},

and

2.2

ΦκT (αi0 , 0) ∈ {0} × [0, +∞[,

for i ∈ {0, 3, 4}

ΦκT (αi0 , 0) ∈ {1} × ]−∞, 0[,

for i ∈ {1, 2, 5}.

Main result

We are now in position to state and prove our main result. We remark that
Theorem 1.3 in the introduction follows as a straightforward corollary.
Theorem 2.1. Let g : [0, 1] → R+ be a locally Lipschitz continuous function
satisfying (g∗ ) and (g0 ). Let a : [0, T ] → R be an L1 -function satisfying (a∗ ).
Then, there exists λ∗ > 0 such that for each λ > λ∗ there exists µ∗ (λ) > 0 such
that for every µ > µ∗ (λ) problem (Pλ,µ ) has at least eight positive solutions.
Proof. We deal separately with the four boundary conditions in (Pλ,µ ).
Case 1. Dirichlet boundary conditions: u(0) = u(T ) = 0. Let κ ∈ ]σ, τ [. First
of all, we notice that any point P ∈ Φκ0 (Y≥0 ) ∩ ΦκT (Y≤0 ) determines (univocally)
a solution (x(t; κ, P ), y(t; κ, P )) of system (Sλ,µ ) satisfying Dirichlet boundary
conditions x(0; κ, P ) = x(T ; κ, P ) = 0. Hence, u(t) := x(t; κ, P ) is a solution of
problem (Pλ,µ ). Finally, our goal is to find eight distinct points Pi ∈ Φκ0 (Y≥0 ) ∩
ΦκT (Y≤0 ), for i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, belonging to the vertical strip ]0, 1[ × R.
According to Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.3, first we define

λ∗ := max λ]1 , λ]3 .
Next, we fix λ > λ∗ and define

µ∗ (λ) := max µ]1 (λ), µ]3 (λ) .
Let µ > µ∗ (λ). The discussion performed in Section 2.1 lead to the following
situation.
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• Proposition 2.1 ensures the existence of three pairwise disjoint sub-continua
in Φκ0 (Y≥0 ) connecting {0} × ]−∞, 0] with {1} × ]0, +∞[.
• Proposition 2.3 ensures the existence of three pairwise disjoint sub-continua
in ΦκT (Y≤0 ) connecting {0} × [0, +∞[ with {1} × ]−∞, 0[.
From a standard connectivity argument, we deduce the existence of eight distinct
intersection points
0
Pi ∈ Φκ0 (]βi , βi+1 [ × {0}) ∩ ΦκT (]βi0 , βi+1
[ × {0}),

for i ∈ {0, 2, 4}.

Moreover, by Remark 2.1, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, we have that
Φt0 (ξ, 0) ∈ ]0, 1[ × R,

0
for all t ∈ [0, κ], ξ ∈ ]βi+1
, βi0 [,

0
ΦtT (ξ, 0) ∈ ]0, 1[ × R, for all t ∈ [κ, T ], ξ ∈ ]βi+1
, βi0 [,

and so, Pi ∈ ]0, 1[ × R. From the above remarks, for i ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, we obtain
that ui (t) := x(t; κ, Pi ) is a solution to (Pλ,µ ) with 0 < ui (t) < 1 on ]0, T [.
Then, the thesis follows.
Case 2. Neumann boundary conditions: u0 (0) = u0 (T ) = 0. In this situation,


we take λ > λ∗ := max λ]2 , λ]4 and µ > µ∗ (λ) := max µ]2 (λ), µ]4 (λ) . With
these choices, the proof follows exactly the same scheme of Case 1, by means of
Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.4.
Case 3. Mixed boundary conditions, type 1: u(0) = u0 (T ) = 0. In this situation,


we take λ > λ∗ := max λ]1 , λ]4 and µ > µ∗ (λ) := max µ]1 (λ), µ]4 (λ) . With
these choices, the proof follows exactly the same scheme of Case 1, by means of
Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.4.
Case 4. Mixed boundary conditions, type 2: u0 (0) = u(T ) = 0. In this situation,


we take λ > λ∗ := max λ]2 , λ]3 and µ > µ∗ (λ) := max µ]2 (λ), µ]3 (λ) ). With
these choices, the proof follows exactly the same scheme of Case 1, by means of
Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.3.
All boundary conditions listed in (1.4) for problem (Pλ,µ ) have been considered,
hence the proof is completed.

3

Discussion: numerical examples and future perspectives

In this section we firstly give a graphical description of the solutions to problem (Pλ,µ ), which helps to understand the dynamics performed in Section 2.
Then, we provide bifurcations diagrams for our model, that bring to light the
role played by the parameters λ and µ. The discussion ends with some remarks
on weight functions a(t) with more than two intervals of positivity.
As an example, let us consider the one-dimensional region [0, T ] := [0, 3] and
the following functions
a(t) := sin(πt),

t ∈ [0, T ],

and
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g(s) := s2 (1 − s),

s ∈ [0, 1].

We also take σ = 1 and τ = 2. In this manner a(t) has two positive humps on
[0, 1] and [2, 3], separated by a negative one on [1, 2]. In this framework all the
hypotheses for the applicability of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied.
In order to illustrate the results of the present paper, in this section we focus
only on problem (Pλ,µ ) with Neumann boundary conditions:
(

u00 + λ sin+ (πt) − µ sin− (πt) u2 (1 − u) = 0,
(3.1)
u0 (0) = u0 (3).
We stress that one could perform analogous considerations dealing with Dirichlet
or mixed boundary conditions too in the same framework of (3.1).
Via a numerical simulation, for λ = 20 and µ = 500, we obtain eight positive
solutions to the Neumann problem (3.1), whose graphs are plotted in Figure 1.
This outcome is in accordance with Theorem 2.1. Furthermore, we also refer
to Figure 1 in order to understand the behavior of the solutions u(t) in [0, T ].
Firstly, by the sign-condition on a(t), we remark that the solutions are concave
in the intervals [0, 1] and [2, 3] where a(t)  0, while they are convex in the
interval [1, 2] where a(t) ≺ 0. Secondly, we point out some interesting properties
of the solutions at t = 0 and at t = T arising from the discussion in Section 2.
Indeed, we notice that at t = 0 there are mainly the following three kinds of
behavior: the solution is either “very small”, “small” or “large”/“near 1” (cf. the
graphs of the corresponding solutions in green, blue and red, shown in Figure 1).
Accordingly, in Section 2 we have proved that u(0) can belongs to three pairwise
disjoint subintervals [αi , αi+1 ] of X[0,1] , for i ∈ {0, 2, 4}, explaining the meaning
of the above classification. Lastly, we observe that a similar situation holds at
t = T.
Another point of view in the study on the number of positive solutions
to the Neumann problem (3.1) consists in a qualitative bifurcation analysis.
In particular, in our context we analyze bifurcation diagrams by fixing λ and
taking µ as the bifurcation parameter. We are going to discuss two different
situations characterized by the choice of λ: on the one hand we illustrate the
result of Theorem 2.1 for λ sufficiently large, on the other hand we argue what
happens in the other cases by means of numerical experiments illustrating some
different and observable behaviors.
In this second part of the discussion we describe the bifurcation diagrams
of some numerical experiments where we plot the values of µ in the horizontal
axis versus the values of u(0) in the vertical one. In the bifurcation diagram of
Figure 2 we take the parameter λ = 20 and consider the parameter µ ranging
between µ = 0 and µ = 600. Actually, increasing µ, we exhibit numerical
evidence of the presence of eight positive (nontrivial) solutions to problem (3.1)
in view of the existence of five bifurcation points: two transcritical, one pitchfork
and two turning points. In particular, we observe that branches starting from
the two turning points appear for µ > 300 (see also Figure 3 for the magnification
of the branches with “large” values of u(0)). This case covers the example treated
in Figure 1 and clearly presents graphically the result stated in Theorem 2.1.
Indeed, in our framework the choice of λ = 20 guarantees the applicability of
Proposition 2.2 (and symmetrically of Proposition 2.4), as suggested by the
deformation of X[0,1] through the Poincaré map Φσ0 shown in the phase-plane
plot in Figure 2. Moreover, by taking µ > µ∗ (20), with µ∗ (20) > 400, the
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Figure 1: Graphs of eight positive solutions to Neumann problem (3.1) for λ = 20 and
µ = 500.

bifurcation diagram depicts the existence of eight positive (nontrivial) solutions
to problem (3.1).
Now, we investigate on quantitative aspects by decreasing the parameter λ.
More precisely, we deal with some choices of λ for which Proposition 2.2 and
Proposition 2.4 do not apply, since the continuum Φσ0 (X[0,1] ) does not intersect
{0} × ]0, −∞[. For that reason, we discuss the following cases: λ = 4, λ = 8 and
λ = 10 (cf. the phase-plane plots in Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, respectively).
For λ = 4 numerical simulations show the existence of a branch (with a
turning point) connecting two transcritical point. In addition to this configuration, for λ = 8 and λ = 10, a isola appears around the branch. In population dynamics it is not surprising to have a configuration of this type, as
computed in [34, 35, 36, 48]. Moreover, we observe that, by increasing λ in
the range [8, 10], the isola is subjected to stretching and so, from the previous discussion for λ = 20, these experiments suggest breaking points in the
range [10, 20]. On account of the bifurcation diagrams, we remark that in each
of the above cases there exist ranges ]m0 (λ), m1 (λ)[ of the parameter µ, with
0 < m0 (λ) < m1 (λ), where problem (3.1) has at least two (nontrivial) solutions. The fact that m0 (λ) > 0 is in accord with the condition for the existence
of positive solutions to the Neumann problem associated with (Pλ,µ ), namely
RT
RT
µ > λ 0 a+ (t) dt 0 a− (t) dt (cf. Theorem 1.2). Furthermore, in Figure 4,
Figure 5, Figure 6, numerical simulations yield m1 (λ) < +∞. At this point,
in view of open problems presented in [38] and the achievement in [11], for
problems with different kinds of diffusion rates and indefinite weight terms, the
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study of problem (Pλ,µ ) for λ small turns out to be a challenging issue. With
this respect, the above discussion leads to the following conjecture.
1

u0

u(0)

0

0
0

0

u

1

600

µ

Figure 2: For the Neumann problem (3.1) with λ = 20, bifurcation diagram with
bifurcation parameter µ ∈ [0, 600] (on the left) and deformation of X[0,1] through the
Poincaré map Φσ0 (on the right).

u(0)

0.935

0.925
300

µ

600

Figure 3: Detail of the bifurcation diagram for the Neumann problem (3.1) with λ = 20
and bifurcation parameter µ ∈ [300, 600] for u(0) ∈ [0.925, 0.935].

Conjecture 1. Let g : [0, 1] → R+ be a locally Lipschitz continuous function
satisfying (g∗ ) and (g0 ). Let a : [0, T ] → R be an L1 -function satisfying (a∗ ).
Then, there exists λ∗ > 0 such that for each λ ∈ ]0, λ∗ ] there exists µ∗ (λ) > 0
such that for every µ > µ∗ (λ) problem (Pλ,µ ) has no positive solutions.
We conclude this section with a further open problem motivated by the
papers [6, 19, 20], where g(u) ∼ up , p > 1, or the paper [9], where g(u) ∼
u2 /(1 + u2 ). In these works, the weight term has m intervals of positivity
separated by intervals of negativity which characterize the number of positive
solutions. As previously observed with respect to problem (3.1) (with m = 2),
14

1

u0

u(0)

0

0
0

0

u

1

20

µ

Figure 4: For the Neumann problem (3.1) with λ = 4, bifurcation diagram with
bifurcation parameter µ ∈ [0, 20] (on the left) and deformation of X[0,1] through the
Poincaré map Φσ0 (on the right).
1

u0

u(0)

0

0
0

0

u

1

200

µ

Figure 5: For the Neumann problem (3.1) with λ = 8, bifurcation diagram with
bifurcation parameter µ ∈ [0, 200] (on the left) and deformation of X[0,1] through the
Poincaré map Φσ0 (on the right).

each solution exhibits the following three behaviors in each interval of positivity:
being “very small”, “small”, “large”. This “combinatory” produces the 8 = 32 − 1
positive (nontrivial) solutions. Thus, in the same spirit of [9], we introduce the
following problem.
Conjecture 2. Let g : [0, 1] → R+ be a locally Lipschitz continuous function
satisfying (g∗ ) and (g0 ). Let a : [0, T ] → R be an L1 -function. Suppose that
there exist 2m points
0 = τ1 < σ1 < . . . < τi < σi < . . . < τm < σm = T,
such that a(t)  0 on [τi , σi ] and a(t) ≺ 0 on [σi , τi+1 ]. Then, there exists λ∗ > 0
such that for each λ > λ∗ there exists µ∗ (λ) > 0 such that for every µ > µ∗ (λ)
problem (Pλ,µ ) has at least 3m − 1 positive solutions.
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Figure 6: For the Neumann problem (3.1) with λ = 10, bifurcation diagram with
bifurcation parameter µ ∈ [0, 800] (on the left) and deformation of X[0,1] through the
Poincaré map Φσ0 (on the right).

Lastly, our aim is to intuitively support the above statement. Let us consider
a weight term a(t) as in Conjecture 2. From Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2,
depending on the boundary conditions assumed, there exist three sub-intervals
of Y≥0 and three sub-intervals of X[0,1] , respectively, which are deformed through
the Poincaré map Φκ0 , with κ = τ2 , in three continua Γj , with j = 1, 2, 3, which
connect {0} × ]−∞, 0] with {1} × ]0, +∞[ (we stress that the proof of these
propositions is valid for each κ = ]σ1 , τ2 ]).
Looking at numerical experiments we can say something more. Firstly, these
three continua Γj connect {0} × ]−ε, 0] with {1} × ]0, +∞[, where ε → 0 as
µ → +∞. Secondly, we observe that the deformation of each Γi through the
Poincaré map Φστ22 produces a similar configuration of Φσ0 1 (Y≥0 ) (independently
of the boundary condition at t = 0).
These properties suggest that, for each j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the deformation of
Φστ22 (Γj ) through the Poincaré map Φτσ32 produces other three continua which
connect {0} × ]−∞, 0] with {1} × ]0, +∞[. These last configurations are similar
to the one of Φτ02 (Y≥0 ), and so, at this point, one could enter in a inductive
procedure scheme. Indeed, by fixing κ arbitrarily in the last interval of negativity [σm−1 , τm ], by induction one should obtain the existence of 3m−1 subintervals of Y≥0 or 3m−1 subintervals of X[0,1] , respectively, that are then deformed
through the Poincaré map Φκ0 in 3m−1 continua which connect {0} × ]−∞, 0]
with {1} × ]0, +∞[. On the other hand, from an application of Proposition 2.3
and Proposition 2.4 we obtain 3 subintervals of Y≤0 or 3 subintervals of X[0,1] ,
respectively, that are deformed through the Poincaré map ΦκT in 3 continua
which connect {0} × [0, +∞[ with {1} × ]−∞, 0[. Finally, the intersection points
of the continua found above give 3m − 1 positive solutions (not counting the intersection corresponding to the zero solution), where m is the number of positive
humps of the weight a(t).
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A

Appendix: technical lemmas

In this appendix, we collect some standard results concerning initial value
problems associated with equation

u00 + λa+ (t) − µa− (t) g(u) = 0.
More precisely, we present useful estimates for the solutions to associated Cauchy
problems, in analogy with the analysis performed in [12, 18, 23, 24].
In the light of the applications in Section 2, the more convenient environment
to present these results is the phase-plane (x, y) = (u, u0 ). Accordingly, we deal
with the planar system
(
x0 = y,

(Sλ,µ )
y 0 = − λa+ (t) − µa− (t) g(x).
Throughout this section we suppose that a : [0, T ] → R is an L1 -function
satisfying (a∗ ), and g : [0, 1] → R+ is a locally Lipschitz continuous function
satisfying (g∗ ) and (g0 ). As in Section 2, we extend the function g(s) continuously to the whole real line, by setting
g(s) = 0,

for s ∈ ]−∞, 0[ ∪ ]1, +∞[.

In this manner, any solution of a Cauchy problem associated with (Sλ,µ ) is
unique and globally defined on [0, T ].
Lastly, we introduce the following notation
A± (t0 , t00 ) :=

Z

t00

a± (ξ) dξ,

t0 , t00 ∈ [0, T ] with t0 ≤ t00 ,

t0

and
gm (η 0 , η 00 ) :=

A.1

min g(s),

s∈[η 0 ,η 00 ]

η 0 , η 00 ∈ [0, 1] with η 0 < η 00 .

Analysis in [0, σ]

We deal with system (Sλ,µ ) in the interval [0, σ], where it is written as
(
x0 = y,
(A.1)
y 0 = −λa+ (t)g(x).
The following lemmas state that, for λ > 0, the solution (x(t), y(t)) of (A.1)
with initial conditions (x(0), y(0)) = (x0 , y0 ) satisfies
• (x(σ), y(σ)) ∈ ]1, +∞[ × ]0, +∞[, taking (x0 , y0 ) = (0, δ) with δ > 0
sufficiently large (cf. Lemma A.1);
• (x(t), y(t)) ∈ ]0, 1[ × ]0, +∞[, for all t ∈ ]0, σ], taking (x0 , y0 ) = (0, δ) with
δ > 0 sufficiently small (cf. Lemma A.2);
• (x(σ), y(σ)) ∈ ]−∞, 0] × ]−∞, 0[, taking (x0 , y0 ) = (ν, 0) with ν ∈ ]0, 1[
and λ sufficiently large (cf. Lemma A.3 and Lemma A.4);
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• (x(t), y(t)) belongs to a small angular region contained in ]0, 1[ × ]−∞, 0[,
for all t ∈ ]0, σ], taking (x0 , y0 ) = (ν, 0) with ν > 0 sufficiently small
(cf. Lemma A.5).
Lemma A.1. Let λ > 0. There exists δ̃ > 0 such that for every δ ≥ δ̃ the
solution (x(t), y(t)) of (A.1) with (x(0), y(0)) = (0, δ) satisfies (x(σ), y(σ)) ∈
]1, +∞[ × ]0, +∞[.
Proof. Let λ > 0 and
δ̃ >

1
+ λka+ kL1 (0,σ) max g(s).
σ
s∈[0,1]

Let δ > δ̃ be fixed and (x(t), y(t)) be the solution of (A.1) with initial conditions
(x(0), y(0)) = (0, δ). From
Z t
y(t) = δ − λ
a+ (ξ)g(x(ξ)) dξ, for all t ∈ [0, σ],
0

we have
x(σ) ≥ σδ − λσka+ kL1 (0,σ) max g(s) > 1
s∈[0,1]

and y(σ) > 0. Then the lemma is proved.
Lemma A.2. Let λ > 0 and let δ0 ∈ ]0, 1/σ[ be such that
 2
g(s)
π
− λa+ (t) sup
> 0, for a.e. t ∈ [0, σ].
2σ
s∈]0,δ0 σ] s
If (x(t), y(t)) is the solution of (A.1) with initial conditions (x(0), y(0)) = (0, δ0 ),
then (x(t), y(t)) ∈ ]0, 1[ × ]0, +∞[, for all t ∈ ]0, σ].
Proof. Let λ, δ0 be fixed as in the statement. Let (x(t), y(t)) be the solution of
(A.1) with initial conditions (x(0), y(0)) = (0, δ0 ). By the concavity of x(t) and
x(0) = 0, we have that x(t) ≤ δ0 t ≤ δ0 σ < 1, for all t ∈ [0, σ].
We assume by contradiction that there exists t0 ∈ ]0, σ] such that y(t0 ) = 0,
which is the first maximum point of the function x(t). Therefore 0 < x(t) ≤ δ0 σ,
for all t ∈ ]0, t0 ]. We define ω := π/2t0 , so that ω ≥ π/2σ. Next, we obtain
h
it=t0
0 = y(t) sin(ωt) − ωx(t) cos(ωt)
t=0

Z t0 
g(x(ξ))
=
ω 2 − λa+ (ξ)
x(ξ) sin(ωξ) dξ > 0,
x(ξ)
0
a contradiction. Then the lemma is proved.
Lemma A.3. Let ν0 , ν1 be such that 0 < ν1 < ν0 < 1 and t1 ∈ ]0, σ[. Given
λ? (ν0 , ν1 , t1 ) :=

ν0 − ν1
Rt
gm (ν1 , ν0 ) 0 1 A+ (0, ξ) dξ

(A.2)

and 0 < γ1 ≤ (ν0 − ν1 )/t1 , for every λ > λ? (ν0 , ν1 , t1 ), if (x(t), y(t)) is the solution of (A.1) with initial conditions (x(0), y(0)) = (ν0 , 0), then (x(t1 ), y(t1 )) ∈
]−∞, ν1 [ × ]−∞, −γ1 [.
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Proof. Let ν0 , ν1 , t1 , γ1 and λ? (ν0 , ν1 , t1 ) be fixed as in the statement. Let λ >
λ? (ν0 , ν1 , t1 ) and (x(t), y(t)) be the solution of (A.1) with (x(0), y(0)) = (ν0 , 0).
We suppose by contradiction that (x(t1 ), y(t1 )) ∈
/ ]−∞, ν1 [×]−∞, −γ1 [. Two
possible situations can occur: x(t1 ) ≥ ν1 and y(t1 ) ≥ −γ1 .
First, let x(t1 ) ≥ ν1 . The monotonicity of x(t) on [0, σ] ensures that 0 <
ν1 ≤ x(t) ≤ ν0 < 1, for all t ∈ [0, t1 ]. Since y 0 (t) ≤ −λa+ (t)gm (ν1 , ν0 ) on [0, t1 ],
we deduce that y(t) ≤ −λgm (ν1 , ν0 )A+ (0, t) on [0, t1 ]. Consequently
Z
x(t) ≤ x(0) − λgm (ν1 , ν0 )

t

A+ (0, ξ) dξ,

for all t ∈ [0, t1 ],

0

and, since λ > λ? (ν0 , ν1 , t1 ), in particular we have
Z
x(t1 ) ≤ ν0 − λgm (ν1 , ν0 )

t1

A+ (0, ξ) dξ < ν1 ,

0

a contradiction.
Secondly, let y(t1 ) ≥ −γ1 , and thus y(t) ≥ −γ1 , for all t ∈ [0, t1 ]. By an
integration, we have
Z t1
x(t1 ) = ν0 +
y(ξ) dξ ≥ ν0 − γ1 t1 ≥ ν1 .
0

A contradiction is achieved as above and the thesis follows.
Lemma A.4. Let λ > 0, ν1 ∈ ]0, 1[ and t1 ∈ ]0, σ[. For every γ1 ≥ ν1 /(σ − t1 ),
if (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (A.1) with (x(t1 ), y(t1 )) ∈ ]−∞, ν1 ] × ]−∞, −γ1 ],
then (x(σ), y(σ)) ∈ ]−∞, 0] × ]−∞, −γ1 ].
Proof. Let λ, ν1 , t1 , γ1 be fixed as in the statement. Let (x(t), y(t)) be a solution
of (A.1) with (x(t1 ), y(t1 )) ∈ ]−∞, ν1 ] × ]−∞, −γ1 ]. Since y 0 (t) ≤ 0 on [0, σ],
we immediately obtain that y(t) ≤ y(t1 ) ≤ −γ1 , for all t ∈ [t1 , σ]. Next, by an
integration, we obtain
Z σ
x(σ) = x(t1 ) +
y(ξ) dξ ≤ ν1 − γ1 (σ − t1 ) ≤ 0.
t1

Then the lemma is proved.
Lemma A.5. Let λ > 0, ω ∈ ]0, π/2[ and ν1 ∈ ]0, 1[. Then, there exists
ε̂ = ε̂(λ, ω) > 0 such that for any ε ∈ ]0, ε̂[ there exists νε ∈ ]0, ν1 [ such that
the following holds: for any fixed ν ∈ ]0, νε ], the solution (x(t), y(t)) of (A.1)
with (x(0), y(0)) = (ν, 0) satisfies x(t) > 0 and − tan(ω)x(t) ≤ y(t) ≤ 0, for all
t ∈ [0, σ].
Proof. Let λ, ω, ν1 be fixed as in the statement. First of all, we notice that, by
hypothesis (g0 ), for all ε > 0 there exists νε ∈ ]0, ν1 [ such that g(s) ≤ εs, for
all s ∈ [0, δε ]. Let ν ∈ ]0, δε ] and let (x(t), y(t)) be the solution of (A.1) with
(x(0), y(0)) = (ν, 0). Then, we fix ε̂ = ε̂(λ, ν) > 0 such that
p
p

λka+ k∞ ε tan σ λka+ k∞ ε < tan(ω), for all ε ∈ ]0, ε̂[.
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We are going to prove that x(t) > 0 for all t ∈ [0, σ]. By contradiction, we
assume the existence of a maximal interval [0, σ̂[ with σ̂ ≤ σ such that x(t) > 0
for all t ∈ [0, σ̂[. For convenience, we introduce the polar coordinates
x(t) = ρ(t) cos(ϑ(t)),
and so

y(t) = ρ(t) sin(ϑ(t)),



y(t)
ϑ(t) = arctan
,
x(t)

t ∈ [0, σ̂[.

From ϑ(0) = 0 and
ϑ0 (t) =

y 0 (t)x(t) − x0 (t)y(t)
−λa+ (t)g(x(t))x(t) − y 2 (t)
=
≤ 0,
2
2
x (t) + y (t)
ρ2 (t)

it follows that −π/2 < ϑ(t) ≤ 0, for all t ∈ [0, σ̂[. Furthermore, given ε ∈ ]0, ε̂[,
we have
−ϑ0 (t) =

λa+ (t)εx2 (t) + y 2 (t)
λa+ (t)g(x(t))x(t) + y 2 (t)
≤
ρ2 (t)
ρ2 (t)

≤ λka+ k∞ ε cos2 (ϑ(t)) + sin2 (ϑ(t)),

for all t ∈ [0, σ̂[.

By an integration, for all t ∈ [0, σ̂[, the following holds
Z
σ ≥ σ̂ ≥ t =

t

Z

ϑ(t)

dξ ≥ −
0

ϑ(0)

Z
=

λka+ k

0

dζ
2
2
∞ ε cos (ζ) + sin (ζ)
dζ

cos2 (ζ)

ϑ(t)
Z 0

λka+ k

∞ε

+ tan2 (ζ)



dz
+k ε + z2
λka
∞
tan(ϑ(t))


tan |ϑ(t)|
1
=p
arctan p
.
λka+ k∞ ε
λka+ k∞ ε
=−

Then, for all t ∈ [0, σ̂[ we obtain
p
p

|ϑ(t)| ≤ arctan
λka+ k∞ ε tan σ λka+ k∞ ε
and thus −ν < ϑ(t) ≤ 0. Consequently, the continuity of ϑ(t) implies ϑ(σ̂) ≥
−ν > −π/2, and so x(σ̂) > 0. This contradicts the definition of σ̂. Accordingly,
x(t) > 0 for all t ∈ [0, σ] and so the thesis follows from the above discussion.

A.2

Analysis in [τ, T ]

The analysis of system (A.1) in the interval [τ, T ] can be performed in analogy with the results given in Section A.1 due to the particular structure of the
problem. Accordingly, the following lemmas state that, for λ > 0, the solution
(x(t), y(t)) of (A.1) with initial conditions (x(T ), y(T )) = (xT , yT ) satisfies
• (x(τ ), y(τ )) ∈ ]1, +∞[ × ]−∞, 0[, taking (xT , yT ) = (0, δ) with δ > 0
sufficiently large (cf. Lemma A.6);
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• (x(t), y(t)) ∈ ]0, 1[ × ]−∞, 0[, for all t ∈ [τ, T [, taking (xT , yT ) = (0, −δ)
with δ > 0 sufficiently small (cf. Lemma A.7);
• (x(τ ), y(τ )) ∈ ]−∞, 0] × ]0, +∞[, taking (xT , yT ) = (ν, 0) with ν ∈ ]0, 1[
and λ sufficiently large (cf. Lemma A.8 and Lemma A.9);
• (x(t), y(t)) belongs to a small angular region contained in ]0, 1[ × ]0, +∞[,
for all t ∈ [τ, T [, taking (xT , yT ) = (ν, 0) with ν > 0 sufficiently small
(cf. Lemma A.10).
The corresponding proofs are omitted since they can be adapted straightforward
from the ones contained in Section A.1.
Lemma A.6. Let λ > 0. There exists δ̃ > 0 such that the solution (x(t), y(t))
of (A.1) with (x(T ), y(T )) = (0, −δ̃) satisfies (x(τ ), y(τ )) ∈ ]1, +∞[ × ]−∞, 0[.
Lemma A.7. Let λ > 0 and let δ0 ∈ ]0, 1/(T − τ )[ be such that


π
2(T − τ )

2

− λa+ (t)

g(s)
> 0,
s∈]0,δ0 (T −τ )] s
sup

for a.e. t ∈ [τ, T ].

If (x(t), y(t)) is the solution of (A.1) with initial conditions (x(T ), y(T )) =
(0, −δ0 ), then (x(t), y(t)) ∈ ]0, 1[ × ]−∞, 0[, for all t ∈ [τ, T [.
Lemma A.8. Let ν1 , νT be such that 0 < ν1 < νT < 1 and t1 ∈ ]τ, T [. Given
λ?? (ν1 , νT , t1 ) :=

νT − ν1
RT
gm (ν1 , νT ) t1 A+ (ξ, T ) dξ

and 0 < γ1 ≤ (νT − ν1 )/(T − t1 ), for every λ > λ?? (ν1 , νT , t1 ), if (x(t), y(t))
is the solution of (A.1) with initial conditions (x(T ), y(T )) = (νT , 0), then
(x(t1 ), y(t1 )) ∈ ]−∞, ν1 [ × ]γ1 , +∞[.
Lemma A.9. Let λ > 0, ν1 ∈ ]0, 1[ and t1 ∈ ]τ, T [. For every γ1 ≥ ν1 /(t1 − τ ),
if (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (A.1) with (x(t1 ), y(t1 )) ∈ ]−∞, ν1 ] × [γ1 , +∞],
then (x(τ ), y(τ )) ∈ ]−∞, 0] × [γ1 , +∞[.
Lemma A.10. Let λ > 0, ω ∈ ]0, π/2[ and ν1 ∈ ]0, 1[. Then, there exists
ε̂ = ε̂(λ, ω) > 0 such that for any ε ∈ ]0, ε̂[ there exists νε ∈ ]0, ν1 [ such that
the following holds: for any fixed ν ∈ ]0, νε ], the solution (x(t), y(t)) of (A.1)
with (x(T ), y(T )) = (ν, 0) satisfies x(t) > 0 and 0 ≤ y(t) ≤ tan(ω) x(t) for all
t ∈ [τ, T ].

A.3

Analysis in [σ, τ ]

We deal with system (Sλ,µ ) in the interval [σ, τ ], where it is written as
(
x0 = y,
(A.3)
y 0 = µa− (t)g(x).
For µ > 0, we focus our attention on the solutions to Cauchy problems associated
with (A.3) at a given point κ ∈ ]σ, τ [.
The following lemmas describe the dynamics on the two subintervals [σ, κ]
and [κ, τ ]. More precisely, we prove the following.
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• The solution (x(t), y(t)) of (A.3) with initial conditions (x(σ), y(σ)) ∈
]0, 1[ × R satisfies (x(κ), y(κ)) ∈ [1, +∞[ × ]0, +∞[ for µ sufficiently large
(cf. Lemma A.11 and Lemma A.12).
• The solution (x(t), y(t)) of (A.3) with initial conditions (x(τ ), y(τ )) ∈
]0, 1[ × R satisfies (x(κ), y(κ)) ∈ [1, +∞[ × ]−∞, 0[ for µ sufficiently large
(cf. Lemma A.13 and Lemma A.14).
Lemma A.11. Let νσ , ν2 be such that 0 < νσ < ν2 < 1 and ωσ > 0. Given


ν2 − νσ
νσ
,κ , 0 < ω ≤
,
σ < t2 ≤ min σ +
2ωσ
t2 − σ
and
µ? (ν2 , νσ , t2 , ωσ ) :=

ν2 − νσ + (t2 − σ)ωσ
,
Rt
gm (νσ /2, ν2 ) σ 2 A− (σ, ξ) dξ

(A.4)

for every µ > µ? (ν2 , νσ , t2 , ωσ ), if (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (A.3) with (x(σ), y(σ)) ∈
{νσ } × [−ωσ , +∞[, then (x(t2 ), y(t2 )) ∈ ]ν2 , +∞[ × ]ω, +∞[.
Proof. Let νσ , ν2 , ωσ , t2 , ω and µ? (ν2 , νσ , t2 , ωσ ) be fixed as in the statement. For
µ > µ? (ν2 , νσ , t2 , ωσ ), let (x(t), y(t)) be a solution of (A.3) with (x(σ), y(σ)) ∈
{νσ } × [−ωσ , +∞[.
We suppose by contradiction that (x(t2 ), y(t2 )) ∈
/ ]ν2 , +∞[ × ]ω, +∞[. Two
possible situations can occur: x(t2 ) ≤ ν2 and y(t2 ) ≤ ω.
First, let x(t2 ) ≤ ν2 . Recalling that the function x(t) is convex in [σ, κ]
and that ν2 > νσ , we obtain that x(t) ≤ ν2 , for all t ∈ [σ, t2 ]. We notice that
y 0 (t) ≥ 0 on [σ, κ] and y(σ) ≥ −ωσ , hence
x(t) ≥ −ωσ t + νσ + ωσ σ,

for all t ∈ [σ, κ].

By the choice of t2 , the previous inequality yields
x(t) ≥

νσ
,
2

for all t ∈ [σ, t2 ].

By integrating twice y 0 = µa+ (t)g(x), for every t ∈ [σ, t2 ], we have
Z

t

Z tZ

z

a− (ξ)g(x(ξ)) dξdz.

y(ξ) dξ = νσ + (t − σ)y(σ) + µ

x(t) = x(σ) +
σ

σ

σ

Then, it follows that
Z

t2

ν2 ≥ x(t2 ) ≥ νσ − (t2 − σ)ωσ + µgm (νσ /2, ν2 )

A− (σ, ξ) dξ > ν2 ,

σ

a contradiction.
Secondly, let y(t2 ) ≤ ω. Then, y(t) ≤ ω for all t ∈ [σ, t2 ], thus x(t2 ) ≤
νσ + ω(t2 − σ) ≤ ν2 . A contradiction is obtained as above and the thesis
follows.
Lemma A.12. Let µ > 0, ν2 ∈ ]0, 1[ and t2 ∈ ]σ, κ[. For every ω ≥ (1−ν2 )/(κ−
t2 ), if (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (A.3) with (x(t2 ), y(t2 )) ∈ [ν2 , +∞[ × [ω, +∞[,
then (x(κ), y(κ)) ∈ [1, +∞[ × [ω, +∞[.
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Proof. Let µ, ν2 , t2 , ω be fixed as in the statement. Let (x(t), y(t)) be a solution
of (A.3) with (x(t2 ), y(t2 )) ∈ [ν2 , +∞[ × [ω, +∞[. From y 0 (t) ≥ 0 on [σ, κ], we
deduce that y(t) ≥ y(t2 ) ≥ ω for every t ∈ [t2 , κ]. In particular, y(κ) ≥ ω.
Moreover, we have
Z κ
y(ξ) dξ ≥ ν2 + ω(κ − t2 ) ≥ 1.
x(κ) = x(t2 ) +
t2

The thesis follows.
Lemma A.13. Let ντ , ν2 be such that 0 < ντ < ν2 < 1 and ωτ > 0. Given


ντ
ν2 − ντ
max τ −
, κ ≤ t2 < τ, 0 < ω ≤
,
2ωτ
τ − t2
and
µ? (ν2 , ντ , t2 , ωτ ) :=

ν2 − ντ + (τ − t2 )ωτ
Rτ
,
gm (ντ /2, ν2 ) t2 A− (ξ, τ ) dξ

for every µ > µ? (ν2 , ντ , t2 , ωτ ), if (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (A.3) with (x(τ ), y(τ )) ∈
{ντ } × ]−∞, ωτ [, then (x(t2 ), y(t2 )) ∈ ]ν2 , +∞[ × ]−∞, −ω[.
Lemma A.14. Let µ > 0, ν2 ∈ ]0, 1[ and t2 ∈ ]κ, τ [. For every ω ≥ (1 −
ν2 )/(t2 − κ), if (x(t), y(t)) is a solution of (A.3) with (x(t2 ), y(t2 )) ∈ [ν2 , +∞[ ×
]−∞, −ω], then (x(κ), y(κ)) ∈ [1, +∞[ × ]−∞, −γ].
The proofs of Lemma A.13 and Lemma A.14 are omitted since analogous to
the ones of Lemma A.11 and Lemma A.12.
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